In this paper, we propose a novel approach for object cosegmentation in arbitrary videos by sampling, tracking and matching object proposals via a Regulated Maximum Weight Clique (RMWC) extraction scheme. The proposed approach is able to achieve good segmentation results by pruning away noisy segments in each video through selection of object proposal tracklets that are spatially salient and temporally consistent, and by iteratively extracting weighted groupings of objects with similar shape and appearance (with-in and across videos). The object regions obtained from the video sets are used to initialize perpixel segmentation to get the final co-segmentation results. Our approach is general in the sense that it can handle multiple objects, temporary occlusions, and objects going in and out of view. Additionally, it makes no prior assumption on the commonality of objects in the video collection. The proposed method is evaluated on publicly available multi-class video object co-segmentation dataset and demonstrates improved performance compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction and Related Work
Our goal is to discover and segment objects from a video collection in an unsupervised manner. We compensate for the lack of supervision by exploiting commonality of objects in video collection (if it exists) to build better object segmentation models. Unsupervised segmentation of object classes from video collection has applications in large scale video tagging and retrieval, generation of training sets for supervised learning, and forensic video analysis.
Video co-segmentation is a natural extension of image co-segmentation, for which there is a large body of prior work ( [20, 12, 18] ). Image co-segmentation was introduced by Rother et al. [20] . Later, image based object co-segmentation was proposed by [26] , which introduced the use of object proposals ( [5, 1] ) for segmenting similar object from image pairs. The co-segmentation idea was extended to handle multiple object classes ( [13] ) and to work in more general internet collections where all images did not share the same object [21] .
There is a large body of prior work on single video segmentation techniques ( [10, 9, 19, 27] ). In general these techniques use appearance information of the In this example, we generate 'object proposal' tracklets for two videos and use weighted nodes to represent them. Edges are built between similar nodes, and there are two types of edges (intra-video edges: red; inter-video edges: orange). In this example, the first two maximal cliques which have highest weights are obtained (C1 and C2). C1 contains all the segments for 'chicken' from two videos and C2 contains all the segments for 'turtle' in video 1. videos to group the pixels in a spatio-temporal graph and/or employ motion segmentation techniques to separate objects by using motion cues. There are also several methods ( [16, 17, 29] ) designed for primary video object segmentation in single videos through use of the 'objectness' ( [1] ) measure. However, all of these methods use information extracted from one video for its segmentation and there is no cross-video knowledge transfer. A related problem of object discovery has been studied in computer vision for images ([14,23,24] ) and videos ( [28, 30] ). These methods either use graph based clustering of low-level image features or generative models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), to learn the distribution of class of image regions based on visual words.
Recently, a few methods have been proposed for video co-segmentation ( [3, 22, 4] ). The method in [3] attempts to segment the common region from a pair of videos and model the problem as a common foreground and background separation. It represents the video pair by super-voxels and proposes a motion-based video grouping method in order to find common foreground regions. It employs Gaussian mixture models to characterize the common object appearance. The work by Rubio et al. ([22] ) aims at segmenting the same object (or objects belonging to the same class) moving in a similar manner from two or more videos. The method starts with grouping the pixels in video frames at two levels: the higher levels consists of space-time tubes and the lower level consists of within frame region segments; an initial foreground and background labeling is generated to construct the probabilistic distribution of the feature vectors of tubes and regions; and a probabilistic framework is employed to get the final co-segmentation results. Both [3] and [22] use strong assumptions of a single class of object common to all videos. Chiu and Fritz ([4] ) proposed multi-class video object co-segmentation and also provided a publicly available dataset (MOViCS) with ground truth. In this work, a non-parametric Bayesian model for co-segmentation is used, which is based on a video segmentation prior. This method does not use restrictive assumptions on the number of object classes per frame or requirements on commonality of object in all videos. However, the method groups dense image patches to obtain segments, and can potentially yield noisy results. We provide a comparison of ( [4] ) results with our Regulated Maximum Weight Clique (RMWC) based method. Fig.1 shows an illustration of the proposed approach. Compared to the existing video co-segmentation methods, the proposed approach has the following advantages:
1. The proposed method employs object tracklets to obtain spatially salient and temporally consistent object regions for co-segmentation, while most of previous co-segmentation methods simply use pixel-level or region-level features to perform clustering. The perceptual grouping of pixels before matching reduces segment fragmentation and leads to a simpler matching problem.
2. The proposed approach does not rely on approximate solutions for object groups. The grouping problem is modeled as a Regulated Maximum Weight Clique (RMWC) problem for which an optimal solution is available. The use of only the salient object tracklets for grouping keeps the computational cost low.
3. Unlike the state-of-the-art single video object segmentation method ( [29] ), the proposed method can handle occlusions of objects, or objects going in and out of videos because the object tracklets are temporally local and there is no requirement for the object to continuously remain in the field of view of the video. Furthermore, there is no limitation on the number of object classes in each video and the number of common object classes in the video collection. Therefore the proposed approach can be used to extract objects in an unsupervised fashion from general video collections.
4. The proposed method is different from Maximum Weight Clique Problem which has already been explored in video object segmentation [17] , in a way that the clique weights of the proposed method is not simply defined as the summation of node weights, but regulated by the intra-clique consistency term. Therefore, the extracted cliques have more global consistency, and similar objects from different videos are accurately grouped.
In Section 2, we describe our Regulated Maximum Weighted Clique (RMWC) based video co-segmentation approach. In section 3, we present the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm. In Section 4., the paper is concluded.
Regulated Maximum Weight Clique Based Video
Co-segmentation
The Framework
The proposed method consists of 2 stages: (1) Object Tracklets Generation:
In this stage, we generate a number of object proposals ( [5] ) for each frame and use each of them as a starting point, and track the object proposals backward and forward throughout the whole video sequence. We generate reliable tracklets from the track set (those with high similarity over time) and perform non-maxima suppression to remove noisy or overlapping proposals. (2) Multiple Objects Co-Segmentation by Regulated Maximum Weight Cliques: A graph is generated by representing each tracklet as a node from all videos in the collection. The nodes of the graph are weighted by their appearance and motion scores, and edges are weighted by tracklet similarity. Edges with weight below a threshold are removed. A Regulated Maximum Weight Clique extraction algorithm is used to find objects ranked by score which is a combination of intra-group consistency and Video Object Scores. The object regions obtained from the video sets are used to initialize per-pixel segmentation [8] to get the final co-segmentation results.
Object Tracklets Generation
In this stage, the method in [5] is employed to generate a number of object proposals (which are likely to be 'object regions' in each frame). And each of the object proposals has a Video Object Score, S object , which is a combination of motion and appearance information:
in which x is an object proposal. A(x) is the appearance score (which is the objectness score defined by [5] ). The appearance objectness score is high for regions that have a well defined closed boundary in space, different appearance from its surrounds and is salient [5] . M (x) is the motion score (which is defined in [29] as the average Frobenius norm of optical flow gradient around the boundary of object proposal).
Efficient Object Proposal Tracking. We track every object proposal from each frame backward and forward to form a number of tracks for the object proposals (please see Fig.2 ). A combined color, location, and shape similarity function is employed for object proposal tracking:
in which x m and x n are object proposals from frame m and n respectively, S app is the appearance similarity, S loc is the location similarity which computes the overlap ratio between two regions, and S shape is the shape similarity between the object proposals. Color histograms are used to model appearance. The descriptor for estimating shape similarity is computed by representing the contour of a region in normalized polar coordinates and sampling it from 0 to 360 degrees to form a vector. Dot products of descriptors are used for computing both shape similarity and appearance similarity.
Once the similarity function is defined, a simple greedy tracking method is employed to track large number of object proposals. By using the similarity scores defined in Eq.2, for a specific object proposal in the frame, the most similar object proposal in adjacent frame is selected to be the tracked proposal. The reason to use this method is mainly due to efficiency. As shown in Fig.2 , the similarity matrices between all object proposals in adjacent frames are precomputed. Based on the greedy method, tracking a specific object proposal to the next frame equals to finding the index of max value in a specific row of the similarity matrix. Thus this tracking process is computationally economical. 
where i is the frame index, and F is the number of frames. Next, the track that has highest score is selected and all other tracks which have high overlap ratio R overlap with the selected track are removed. The value 0.5 is used for R overlap , as suggested in ([7])). After that, the track with the second highest score among the surviving tracks is selected and the process is repeated. The process is continued iteratively until all tracks have been processed. The overlap ratio between two tracks X and Y is defined as:
in which x i and y i are object proposals in the track X and Y respectively, and F is the number of frames for the video.
After the non-maximum suppression, typically only a small percentage of the total tracks (prior to NMS) are retained. To ensure validity of the track associations, we remove associations that are 1.5 standard deviations away from the mean track similarity (shown in Fig.3 ). This reduces the likelihood of a single track containing different objects. 
Multiple Object Co-segmentation by Regulated Maximum Weight Cliques
Once object tracklets from the video collection have been obtained (Section 2.2), the next step is to discover salient object groupings in the video collection.
We formulate the grouping problem as a Regulated Maximum Weight Clique Problem.
Clique Problems. Let G = (V, E, W ) be an undirected graph, where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and W is a set of weights for each vertex. A clique is a complete subgraph of G, i.e. one whose vertices are pairwise adjacent. A Maximal Clique is a complete subgraph that is not contained in any other complete subgraph ( [15] ). Finding All Maximal Cliques from a graph is NP-hard and Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm ( [2] ) which has the worst case time complexity O(3 (n/3) ) is known to be the most efficient algorithm in practice ( [25] ). The Maximum Clique Problem is to find maximum complete subgraph of G. The Maximum Weight Clique Problem deals with finding the clique which has maximum weight.
Problem Constraints. We use the following constraints for co-segmenting the objects from videos: 1) The object proposal tracklets for the same class of objects should have similar appearance both within a video and across videos; however, due to the illumination differences across videos, for building color histograms in LAB space ( [6] ), the L channel (which represents the brightness) is only used for tracklets from the same video (intra-video edges), but a, b channels are used for tracklets from both same (intra-video edges) and different videos (inter-video edges). 2) The shape of the same object would not change significantly during the same video, so the shape similarity is also used for building the edges for tracklets of the same objects in a video.
3) The dominant objects should have high Video Object Scores, and 4) the tracklets generated by an object should have low appearance variation. Based on these constraints, the graph is built as illustrated in Fig.1 .
Graph Structure. The co-segmentation problem is formulated into a Regulated Maximum Weight Cliques Problem by denoting the object proposal tracklets to be the nodes. Based on constraints 1 and 2, edges are built between tracklets. There are two types of edges: intra-video edges and inter-video edges. The intra-video edge values are computed as a combined color histogram similarity in LAB color space and shape similarity:
where shape(X) and shape(Y ) are the shape descriptors (Sec.2.2) for object proposal tracklet X and Y respectively. The nearest two object proposals in the two tracklets are selected to represent the shapes of the tracklets. And the inter-video edge values are computed as color histogram similarity of {a, b} channels in LAB color space:
After computing the edges, the weak edges are removed (by a threshold).
Regulated Maximum Weight Clique Extraction. Based on constraint 3 and according to Equation 1
, the weight of a node (object proposal tracklet) is computed as:
in which f is the number of object proposals in this tracklet. W (X) is the sum up of the Video Object Score of all object proposals contained in this tracklet. Based on constraint 4, the weight of a clique is defined as:
in which C = {X 1 , ..., X n(C) } is a clique, X i is a node (tracklet) contained in this clique, n(C) is the number of nodes in this clique, and Γ hist (C) is the color histogram consistency regulator which computes the mean color histogram consistency of all the object proposals contained in the clique:
in which x i and x j are object proposals in clique C, f (c) is the number of object proposals in this clique, and hist(·) is the {a, b} channel color histogram in LAB space. By this formulation, the clique that has the highest score represents the object with largest combined score of inter-object consistency and objectness. This problem is different from Maximum Weight Clique problem and can not be solved by standard methods ( [15, 11] ), because the clique weights are not simply defined as the summation of node weights and the weights varies over iterations as we extract objects one by one. Therefore, we call this as Regulated Maximum Weight Cliques Problem. Note that, we want to retrieve all Regulated Maximum Weighted Cliques as possible objects. This is achieved through iteratively finding and removing the Regulated Maximum Weight Cliques from the graph to get a ranked list of cliques (i.e. objects).
A modified version of Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm ( [2] ) which also has a worstcase complexity of O(3 (n/3) ) is proposed to solve this problem:
Step 1, Apply Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm to find all the maximal cliques from the graph;
Step 2, Compute the weight of each clique in linear time;
Step 3, Find the clique with the highest weight and remove all the nodes associated with this clique, update the clique structures and recompute the weights. This process could be performed for multiple times in order to extract multiple object groupings from the videos.
Note that, the high-complexity doesn't prohibit the use of this algorithm. The object tracklets generation stage removes most of the spurious tracklets. For videos evaluated in this paper, the maximum clique extraction process took less than a second on a standard laptop. The object regions obtained from the video sets are used to initialize per-pixel segmentation [8] to get the final co-segmentation results.
Experiments
The proposed method was tested on the video co-segmentation dataset (MOViCS dataset ([4])) and was compared with several other methods. The results show that it performs better both qualitatively and quantitatively. Detailed analysis is presented to show that the co-segmentation method produces better segmentation results by using information from multiple videos. Results also show that the proposed method could handle occlusions on which the state-of-the-art single video object segmentation method fails.
MOViCS Dataset
To the best of our knowledge, MOViCS dataset ( [4] ) is the only video cosegmentation dataset which has the ground truth annotations for quantitative analysis. It contains 4 video sets which totally has 11 videos, 5 frames of each video have pixel-level annotations for the object labels.
Experimental Setup. Following the setup in [4] , the intersection-over-union metric is employed to quantify the results: M (S, G) = S∪G S∩G , where S is a set of segments and G is the ground truth. The co-segmentation score for a set of video is defined as Score j = max i M (S i , G j ), where S i denotes all segments grouped into an object class i. And a single average score is defined for all object classes as: Score = 1 C j Score j , where C is the number of object classes in the ground truth.
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VCS ICS GT Fig. 4 . Video Co-Segmentation Results on MOViCS Dataset. Each row is the results of a video in MOViCS dataset. Column 1 is one original frame from the video; column 2 ('GT') is the ground truth for co-segmentation, red regions correspond to the first object in the video set and green regions correspond to the second object in the video set; column 3 ('Ours') is the results of the proposed method, red and green regions correspond to the first and second objects in the video set and blue region corresponds to the third object; column 4 ('VCS') and 5 ('ICS') are the results of video co-segmentation method from [4] and [13] respectively. Row 1 and 2 are for 'chicken&turtle' video set, row 3-6 are for 'lion&zebra' video set, row 7 and 8 are for 'giraffe&elephant' video set and row 9-11 are for 'tigers' video set. Please refer to supplementary material for more detailed results.
Comparisons with State-of-the-art Methods. The proposed method is compared with several state-of-the-art Co-Segmentation methods, see Table 1 (the results of VCS [4] and ICS [13] are obtained from [4] ). As mentioned in Section 2.3, we use a threshold to remove the weak edges, here we show the results by using a single threshold for all video sets (see column 'Ours1'), and also using optimal thresholds for different video sets (in column 'Ours2'). Qualitative results on this dataset are shown in Fig.4 .
The evaluation shows that the proposed method improves on the state of the art. The average improvement is more than 20%. From Fig.4 , we can see that ours are the only results which are visually very similar to the ground truth. Unlike prior methods, our method does not have the propensity for breaking objects into a number of fragments and the method also produces better contours for the objects. The only video in which the object regions are not accurately segmented is the 3rd video in video set 'tigers'.This is due to the large difference in appearance of animals from other two videos and qualitatively our method is still the best for this video set. Advantages of Video Co-segmentation Method. Fig.5 shows how the Co-Segmentation framework help the segmentation results for each video. In this example, we have two videos, if the proposed method is applied to these two videos, the segmentation results are shown in row 3 and 4; if the proposed method is applied separately for each video, the segmentation results are shown in row 5 and 6. It is quite clear that the Co-Segmentation method not only helps to relate the object labels (red regions for the giraffe in row 3 and 4), but also helps to get more accurate segmentation results (video 2 helps video 1 to get better segments for giraffe in row 3; without video 2, it could only get poor segmentation of giraffe in row 5).
Advantages over Single Video Object Segmentation Method. Fig.6 shows the comparisons between the proposed method (VOCS) and the stateof-the-art single video object segmentation (SVOS) method ( [29] ). Results show that the proposed method could segment objects by using information from other videos (row 2 and 5 in the figure) , in contrast, single video object segmentation method mistakenly merges two objects together if they have similar motions (row 3 and 6 in the figure) . Also, the proposed method is able to handle occlusions well (row 8 in the figure) , while the single video object segmentation method generates wrong labels when there are occlusions of the objects (row 9 in the figure). We compared video object segmentation results quantitatively on MOViCS dataset in Table 2 . We observe that, if there are two or more objects appearing in the video, or there are occlusions (e.g. 'elephant giraffe all2') of the objects, or the objects do not appear in all the frames (e.g. 'lion zebra all1' ), the proposed method works much better than single video object segmentation method; if there is only one object in the video, the single video object segmentation method sometimes works better (e.g. 'tiger1 all8' results). 6 . Comparison between the proposed method (VOCS) and Single Video Object Segmentation (SVOS) method ( [29] ). Three groups of results are shown here. In each of them, the first rows (row 1, 4 and 7) are sample frames from the videos; the second rows (row 2, 5 and 8) are results of the proposed method; and the third rows (row 3, 6 and 9) are results of the single video object segmentation method. For the results, the red regions correspond to the first objects and green regions correspond to the second objects. Since the single video object segmentation method only extract primary objects from the videos, only red regions could be shown in the results. 
Safari Dataset
Since video object co-segmentation problem is new and there is only one publicly available dataset with ground truth, we collected another challenging dataset (named 'Safari dataset' 1 ) by getting new videos and also reusing some videos from MOViCS dataset. We annotated the key frames. The new dataset will be made publicly available. This Safari dataset is challenging, since the Safari contains 5 classes of animals and a total of 9 videos. For each animal class, Safari dataset has a video which only contains this class. Other videos contain two of the animal classes. The goal is to input the 9 videos together and do co-segmentation simultaneously for all of them. We show the ground truth and our co-segmentation results in Fig.7 and show quantitative results in Table 3 .
Sample frame
Ground truth
Our results Fig. 7 . The ground truth and our results on Safari dataset. Row 1 shows one frame from each of the video. Row 2 shows the ground truth annotations, in which same color represents same object class. And row 3 shows our results, in which same color also represents same object classes. Please note that, there is no relationship between the colors of row 2 and row 3.
Conclusions
This paper formulates the video object discovery and co-segmentation problem into a Regulated Maximum Weight Clique (RMWC) Problem and solves it using a modified version of Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm. The success of the proposed method relies on i) use of the objectness measure to obtain spatially coherent region proposals, ii) tracking of region proposals, which selects proposals with consistent appearance and smooth motion over time, and iii) using different weighting functions for within video and across video matching for graph construction, which results in improved grouping. Experimental results shows that the method outperforms the state-of-the-art video co-segmentation methods.
